Professor Farnam explained that the sexes are assigned with as much foresight as is humanly possible to provide for mental development or either the same class or same course.

**Hazing**

Next on the agenda was freshman hazing. The council members felt that this most pernicious person for a freshman to turn to for advice was a member of the sophomore class. The sophomores, however, are often more interested in hazing freshmen than in assisting them.

Freshman girls and school ties were discussed and thecontinuation of their sale was favorably considered.

**Ravil Quartet**

(Continued from page 3)

... is a theme which is an outstanding tour de force, was performed with fine straightforward authority. Following the Mozart was the Ravil, a change in the original program. It was with this composition that the quartet was at its peak, displaying a beautiful tone and splendid interpretation. This exquisite work, one of Ravil's earlier. and which has been hailed as a "miracle of race and tenderness," was rendered with all the subtleties in perfect proportion with the whole.

**Guilet Quartet**

(Continued from page 1)

The soft, floating tone of the Ravil was not sufficient for the powerful and dramatic Opus 59, and although the musicians did their best, they were unable to master the necessary force. The tempo of the first movement seemed a bit fast, and the performance of the first violins was not particularly outstanding.

Following this performance, the audience continually brought the musicians back until they connected to present an encore.

**Flew United Air Coach**

Low fares, frequent schedules, and first flights from all parts of the U.S. to major points are used by our expert Air Coaches to make the most of your vacation.

**Christmas Cards**

M.I.T. Views

BOXED ASSORTMENTS
GENERAL CARDS
On Display in Book Department

THE TECHNOLOGY STORE
Build Your Patrons a Refund Shop at the Coop

**Tone-Arm Teddy Was a Needle Poindnik**

He had a 50 watt amplifier — two speakers in every room — but still his sound wasn't up to snuff. He was using a flat, terrible-sounding needle. Teddy was told that he should send his old needle to Transcriber and had no reason to refuse it with genuine diamond.

If you are using anything but a diamond — or a diamond more than 12 months old — why not straighten and strengthen the needle with a real bargain.

**In the Stocking—Under the Tree**

The Most Popular 2-Way Cigarette
(Régular & King Size)
for every smoker on your list!

"HOME FOR CHRISTMAS" — Gift package of the season-colorful—magnificent—designed by the famous artist, Steven DeBakos. Remember all your smoking friends with the gift that really satisfies—Chesterfields. Best to give—best to receive.

They Satisfy!